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a b s t r a c t
In this work we tackle the problem of automatic recognition of ancient coin types using a semisupervised learning method, namely Graph Transduction Games. Such problem is complex, mainly due to the
low inter-class and large intra-class variations and the task becomes even more complex due to lack
of labeled large datasets from certain ancient ages. In this paper we propose a new dataset which is
chieﬂy the extension of a previous one both in terms of quantity and diversity. Moreover, we propose a
game-theoretic model that exploits both sides of a coin to achieve higher classiﬁcation accuracy. We experimentally demonstrate that proposed approach brings performance improvement in this complex task
even when few number of labelled images are available.

1. Introduction
Similar to sculptures or paintings from the ancient Rome,
Roman coins are important source of information for historians
and archaeologists, i.e. they delineate natural disasters like eruption of volcanoes, observed environmental events like appearance
of comets, and political circumstances like homicide of Caesar,
etc. Conventionally, the type of a found ancient coin is detected
by searching manually through index books, e.g. [8], which is a
time-consuming and demanding task.
In this paper we put our effort to automatize such time consuming and exhaustive task by using a vision-based classiﬁcation
framework. We involve classiﬁcation of Roman Republican coins
(146 BC - 31 BC) based on the typology used in Michael Crawford’s
1974 publication [8] where the coins are classiﬁed by the authority
that was responsible for production of them. From the computer
vision point of view, ancient coin classiﬁcation is a highly challenging task due to high intra-class and low inter-class variations.
Another diﬃculty arises from existence of high number of coin
types (classes), ex. Roman Republic compose over 550 [8] different
classes, while the number of coin specimens found for each class
might be limited. This last problem creates the need for techniques
that are eﬃcient even when training data is not abundant. We
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decided to face such a complex task by using a semi-supervised
learning (SSL) algorithm. The motivation that drive our choice
toward a SSL algorithm is that SSL is a class of machine learning
algorithms that works better under a scarcity of labeled data
condition. SSL algorithms estimate better classiﬁcation boundaries
exploiting the feature space of both labeled and unlabeled data
points [5]. This property translates to require an expert to annotate
few coins, saving time and money. More speciﬁcally, we model
coin classiﬁcation problem using a non-cooperative multiplayer
game, namely Graph Transduction Games (GTG) [10], by using
integrated pairwise similarities computed for each side of coins.
We chose to use GTG for a series of reasons: i) GTG considers the
global structure of the data when performing the labeling inference. Thus, the ﬁnal labeling decisions are taken by considering
all the choices made by all data points, looking for a consistent
assignment, ii) prior knowledge on the label assignments (for
example the softmax output of a neural network) can be plugged
in straightforwardly ﬁnding the best solution close to the priors,
iii) the superiority of GTG over a number of SSL methods has been
proved recently in [25]. An important extension accomplished in
this work over our previous conference paper [4] is we created a
new image dataset, which we call as RRC-60 (Roman Republican
Coins - 60), of ancient coins from the era of Roman Republic
to be used for classiﬁcation purposes. In the construction of
RRC-60 we referred to the coin types of the dataset published by
Zambanini and Kampel [28], which is composed of 180 images of
reverse sides of 60 coin types, that we also experimented in our
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Table 1
Ancient coin datasets used by computer vision community.
Imaging
condition &
Image quality

Reference

Period

Source

#Images

#Classes

Availability

Task

Side

Coin grade

RIC-Hq
[23]
RPC-Scan
[23]

Imperial Rome
(29BC-476AD)
(Provincial)
Imperial Rome
(29BC-476AD)
Imperial Rome
(29BC-476AD)

www.acsearch.
info
Fitzwilliam
Museum

29,807

83
emperors
N/A

upon
request
upon
request

Classiﬁcation

Observe

Varied

Classiﬁcation

Observe

N/A

Collections
sold by ancient
coin dealers

600

upon
request

Classiﬁcation &
Grading

Observe

Varied

Imperial Rome
(29BC-476AD)
Imperial Rome
(N/A)
Imperial Rome
(31BC-491AD)

www.acsearch.
info
eBay

200,000

100
emperors &
3 grading
classes
N/A

-

N/A

Varied

100

N/A

-

Both

N/A

Numismatic
web sites

4526

-

Both

N/A

[2]

Republican
Rome
(509BC-27BC)

2224

-

Classiﬁcation

Reverse

N/A

Illumination
and orientation
variations

[21]

Sasanian
Empire
(531AD628AD)
Republican
Rome
(146BC-31BC)
Time of
Alexander the
Great
(336BC-323BC)

(1) Vienna
Museum of
Fine Arts, (2)
British
Museum, (3)
www.acsearch.
info
N/A

314 RIC
labels 96
emperors
29

Localization &
Segmentation
Localization &
Segmentation
Classiﬁcation

570

3

-

Classiﬁcation

Both

N/A

Controlled env.
& High quality

Vienna
Museum of
Fine Arts
Fitzwilliam
Museum

180

60

Public

Classiﬁcation

Reverse

Varied

Controlled env.
& High quality

2400

10

-

Identiﬁcation

Both

N/A

Asia Minor
(late 7th
century BC)
Imperial Rome
(30BC-300AD)

Fitzwilliam
Museum

350

3

-

Identiﬁcation

Observe

N/A

Varying cond.
(acquired by
different
devices, illum.
and orient.
variations)
Illumination
variations

N/A

3,000

106

-

Classiﬁcation

Both

Varied

Merovingen
dynasty (early
middle ages)
Republican
Rome
(146BC-31BC)

N/A

4659

4

-

Classiﬁcation

Both

N/A

(1) www.
acsearch.info,
(2) CRRO

6000
image
pairs

60

Public

Classiﬁcation

Both

Varied

RIC-Cond
[23]

RIC-ACS [6]
RIC-eBay
[6]
[16]

[28]

[13]

[15]

[30]

[24]

RRC-60
(proposed)

19,164

conference paper [4]. More speciﬁcally, we extended the dataset of
[28] in terms of both quantity and diversity, i.e. we collected 100
image pairs (observe and reverse sides) for each coin type of [28].
Actually, we aimed to abide by the same 60 coin types with [28],
however since we could not reach at least 100 number of images
for ﬁve classes of [28] we replaced them with other ﬁve Roman
Republican coin types having similar appearance. To the best of
our knowledge RRC-60 is the largest publicly published coin image
dataset from the Republican period to be used by computer vision
community. Moreover, while our experimental results show that
availability of images from both sides of coins is important to
obtain higher classiﬁcation accuracy, there is not such a dataset
publicly available (See Table 1) and RRC-60 comes as a remedy this
issue. We will publish the dataset, trained models, features, and
codes of the experiments at https://github.com/siinem/RRC-60.
From the methodological point of view, while at our previous
work [4] we employed GTG for classiﬁcation of only the reverse
sides of coins, in this work we extend our pipeline with an additional fusion step which brings to the method the information

Controlled env.
& High quality
Medium (Scans
of photographs
of decades ago)
N/A

Controlled env.
& High quality
Cluttered
background
Controlled env.
& High quality

Illum. and
orient.
variations
Illumination
variations
Illumination
variations &
High quality

coming from two sides of a coin. Consequently, GTG exploits the
fused information to perform the classiﬁcation, providing us a
signiﬁcant performance improvement. We present this scheme
as a baseline on this new dataset to the community for further
method developments.
2. Related works
2.1. Visual classiﬁcation of ancient coins
Albeit a number of works addressed the problem of coin identiﬁcation [13] and coin grading [20], one of the most important
and well-studied vision tasks in the ﬁeld of ancient coins has been
coin classiﬁcation. Earlier works [15,28,31,32] aimed to bypass the
learning phase due to unavailability of abundant training data and
followed a classiﬁer-free procedure based on NN-search where
the class of a query coin image is set to the class of its most
similar coin image in the training set. These works measured
similarity between coin images by adopting the notion of image
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matching, e.g. [15] used number of matched (sparsely-detected)
SIFT features between images to measure the similarity between
them, in [28,31] matching costs (that are produced by the SIFTFlow algorithm) between (densely-detected) SIFT features of coin
images are used to deﬁne dissimilarity between them, a similarity
score is derived in [32], that indicate matching quality between
densely computed LIDRIC features between coin images.
Some other works adopted supervised learning for ancient coin
classiﬁcation, e.g. employing the Bag of Visual Words paradigm,
performance of SVM and GMM are reported for classiﬁcation of
Roman coins in [1] and [3], respectively. More recent works working on larger datasets employed CNNs, e.g. AlexNet architecture
that was pretrained on ImageNet is ﬁnetuned on around 4500 images of Roman Imperial Coins [16] and performance improvement
on test set over SVM is reported. [23] proposed a CNN architecture
with ﬁve consecutive convolutional blocks and max pooling pairs
and trained it on the RIC-Hq dataset composed of Roman Imperial
coins including around 29,0 0 0 images of 83 classes. Using the
trained model [23] explored the classiﬁcation performance on
other two coin datasets, i.e. RPC-Scan and RIC-Cond, created in
different conditions. Recently, a similar CNN architecture to the
one in [23] is used in [7] to identify semantic elements (which
are inferred from a highly unstructured textual description of the
coins) on the reverse side of Roman Imperial coins.
While performance results reported by supervised approaches
are outstanding, their performance highly depends on availability of large-scale annotated datasets. Recently in [4], we
proposed to apply a semi-supervised learning scheme, namely
Graph Transduction Games Framework, for classiﬁcation on a very
small-scale ancient coin dataset including 180 images from reverse
sides of coins, which outperformed the literature work adopting
NN-classiﬁer and experimenting on the same dataset.

2.2. Ancient coin datasets
In the literature, almost each research group created their own
coin dataset to evaluate performance of their method due to unavailability of a publicly released large-scale benchmark dataset for
ancient coin classiﬁcation. We summarize the most distinguished
datasets that were employed in these works at Table 1. For each
dataset, we present the covered timespan, the source where the
images were acquired from, number of images and classes, the
task that the dataset was used for, available coin side (Observe,
Reversed or Both), the grade of the coins, the environmental conditions in acquisition (controlled or in the wild) and the imaging
quality. We prepared Table 1 based on the information provided
in the corresponding papers that employed the datasets and when
we could not reach to a particular information in that paper or in
our search on the web we marked the corresponding cell by N/A
(Not Available).
In Table 1, we see that the majority of the literature works
experimented by using images of coins from ancient Rome, i.e.
from Imperial [6,16,23,30] or Republican [2,28] periods, while few
earlier works employed coins from Sassanian Empire [21], Asia
Minor [15] and Merovingen dynasty [24]. The largest classiﬁcation
dataset with 20 0,0 0 0 images, i.e. RIC-ACS [6], consists of Roman
Imperial coins and to the best of our knowledge it is not published
publicly so far. The second and third largest datasets, i.e. RIC-Hq
[23] and RIC-Scan [23] respectively, consist of the observe sides
of the Roman Imperial coins, and can be obtained upon request
to the authors. In our RRC-60 dataset, we publish publicly 60 0 0
image pairs, i.e. 12,0 0 0 images, for 60 coin types from Republican
Rome. Grade of involved coins is varied, i.e. in general the ones
obtained from CRRO are in lower grade (see Section 3). Images
are mostly in high resolution and acquired in controlled condi-

tion, i.e. with white background and in similar orientation, while
illumination variations exist due to different sources obtained.
3. Roman Republican Coins (RRC-60)
In this work, we created a new dataset, that we call by Roman
Republican Coins (RRC-60), for ancient coin classiﬁcation which
will be published publicly at the web site1 with the features
and ﬁne-tuned DL models that we employed in this paper. In the
creation of this dataset we referred to a previous public2 dataset of
[28] with 180 images of reverse (motif) sides of 60 coin types from
Roman Republican period which we also experimented on at out
conference paper [4]. Thus, abiding by the same coin types with
[28] we created a new dataset with larger quantity and diversity,
i.e. we collected 100 images for each side of the 60 coin types,
which in the end resulted with 60 0 0 image pairs for each coin
specimen. We collected our dataset from following two sources:
1. acsearch.info is an online auction site for coins, banknotes
and antiques. It is one of the largest sources for ancient coin
images and a number previous literature works, i.e. [2,6,23],
have already exploited to acsearch to create their own datasets
in large numbers. Around 2 million ancient coins (Greek, Roman Republican, Roman Imperial, Roman Provincial, Byzantine,
Celtic) are presented to the interest of collectors. Coin images
are mostly in high resolution, with white-coloured background,
sometimes with some stamps at the background, and at a
standard orientation. We collected around 90% percent (5483
of 60 0 0) of images of RRC-60 from acsearch.info.
2. Coinage of the Roman Republic Online (CRRO) is another largest
source for coin images from Roman Republican period which
is created to be an online version of Crawford’s reference
book [8]. The collection includes 49,162 coins which are collected from 29 contributors, e.g. Bibliotheque Nationale de
France (20,237 coins), British Museum (12,537 coins), American
Numismatic Society (6188 coins), etc. (full list is available3 ).
Although information on grades of coins are not presented in
CRRO, we observe that coins in CRRO seem as in lower grades,
i.e. has more deterioration on their surfaces, compared to coins
in acsearch.info. Moreover, since the images are from a variety
sources they have illumination variations, not in high resolution
as always as it was in acsearch.info, not always but mostly with
white-coloured background, and at a standard orientation (the
majority of the images that are presented in Fig. 2 are acquired
from CRRO). When we could not retrieve suﬃcient quantity
of images for a class at acsearch.info, we complemented it by
referring to CRRO. Eventually, 517 images for 33 classes are obtained from CRRO which constitutes to around 10% of RRC-60.
In spite of we aimed to abide by the coin types of [28], we
could not reach suﬃcient quantity of images for a few classes of
[28], e.g. we could only reach to 40 images for 258/1 (class 4), 30
images for 370/1a-b (class 5), 11 images for 169/1 (class 15), 46
images for 451/1 (class 44), and 41 images for 462/1a-c (class 55).
Thus, by discarding those types we selected another ﬁve coin types
from Republican period which look quite similar to the previous
ones. We present an example image from previous and recent
classes in Fig. 1 with their Crawford numbers and issuer name.
Ancient coin classiﬁcation is a highly challenging task from the
computer vision point of view. Missing parts and degradations
on the aged specimens hinder to extract discriminative visual
information for classiﬁcation and such spatial variations arising
1
2
3

https://github.com/siinem/RRC-60.
https://cvl.tuwien.ac.at/research/cvl- databases/coin- image- dataset/.
http://numismatics.org/crro/contributors.
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Fig. 1. Observe-side and reverse-side images of a coin selected from ﬁve replaced classes of the dataset in [28]. First row: Classes of the dataset in [28], Second row:
New classes in RRC-60 dataset. First column: 258/1 (Caesar) and 257/1 (Vargunteius), Second column: 370/1a-b (Serveilius) and 264/1 (Serveilius), Third column: 169/1
(Anonymious) and 219/1a-e (Antestius), Fourth column: 451/1 (Pansa) and 449/1a (Pansa), Fifth column: 462/1a-c (Cato) and 343/1c (Cato).

Fig. 2. Intra-class variations in
tions and dirt on the surfaces of
and reverse-side of three coins
(Cra489/5-6); Second row: Class

RRC-60 due to illumination differences, degradathe coins. Each row depicts images of observe-side
selected from the same class. First row: Class 60
59 (Cra 489/2-3); Third row: Class 53 (Cra 543/1).

Fig. 3. Intra-class variations in RRC-60 due to manual manufacturing of coins by
different engravers. Left: Observe sides of three coins from class 25 (Cra 379/1),
Right: Differences in spatial relations on the reverse side of each in respective order.

from degradations on the coins yield to large intra-class variation.
Additionally, dirt on the coins and imaging specimens under
different lighting conditions cause high variations in images of
the same class. We present Fig. 2 to demonstrate such variations
atobserve and reverse side imagesof three coins selected from
three different classes of RRC-60. In ancient times dies to strike
the coins were manufactured manually by different engravers.
Therefore,differences in spatial relations on the images from the
same class exist which is which is another factor that causes high
intra-class variations. In Fig. 3, we demonstrate such variations on
observe and reverse side images of three coins selected from the
same class of RRC-60 images.
In addition to large intra-class variation, another challenge met
in the classiﬁcation on RRC-60 dataset is high visual similarity
between a number of classes. As an example, we present visual
similarities between images of ﬁve classes of RRC-60 in Fig. 4.
4. Graph Transduction Games (GTG)
The Graph Transduction Game (GTG) [10], is a graph-based
semi-supervised learning algorithm which has recently found a
renewed interest in different contexts, e.g. bioinformatics [26], the
domain adaptation [25] and the label augmentation [9] problems.

Even though the process above resemble a nearest neighbour
classiﬁcation, the main difference (and peculiarity) is that in GTG
the label consistency is a global property which is not related to a
single player but achieved for all of the players. The GTG method
views the classiﬁcation task as a non-cooperative multiplayer
game, in which the objects (or images of a dataset) are the players
while the possible strategies are the class labels. Each players pick
a certain strategy and receive a reward proportional to the choices
made by the opponents. Indeed, is on each player’s interests
to pick the strategy (label) that maximize his/her payoff, hence
the compatibility between object and label. This non-cooperative
game is played until all the players (objects) have chosen a strategy (label) and none of them would like to change it because
otherwise they will receive a lower gain. This particular condition
is known as Nash Equilibria [19]. Once the game reaches an equilibrium, every player plays its best strategy which correspond to
a consistent labeling [14] We recap here some basic concepts on
game-theory. Given a set of players I = {1, . . . , n} (i.e. coin images
in our dataset) and a set of possible pure strategies S = {1, . . . , m}
(the set of labels):
1. mixed strategy: a mixed strategy xi is a probability distribum
tion over thepossible strategies for player i. Then, x
i ∈  ,
m
where m =
x
(
h
)
=
1
,
x
(
h
)
≥
0
,
h
=
{
1
,
.
.
.
,
m
}
is
the
i
i
h=1
standard m-dimensional simplex and xi (h) is the probability of
player i to choose the pure strategy (label) h.
2. strategy space: it corresponds to the union of all mixed strategies of the players x = {x1 , . . . , xn }. The strategy space is a
stochastic matrix of size n × m and represents the starting
point of the game.
3. utility function: it is responsible to provide the reward to the
i-th player when it chooses a mixed strategy xi . In particular
u : xi → R≥0 .
In the GTG method, the players are separated into labeled
(L ⊂ I) and unlabeled (U ⊂ I) sets. The strategy space x is initialized in two different ways based on the fact that an object is
labeled or unlabeled. A one-hot vector is assigned to each labeled
objects, since their labels are known:



xi ( h ) =

1, if i has label h
0, otherwise.

(1)

while for the unlabeled players, we can assign the same probability for all the labels:

xi ( h ) =

1
m

∀h ∈ S

(2)

Fig. 4. Examples to low inter-class variation in RRC-60. Left to Right: Observe and Reverse side images of a coin selected from Class 1 (Cra 387/1), Class 2 (Cra 300/1), Class
13 (Cra 352/1a-c), Class 16 (Cra 275/1), and Class 17 (273/1).
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indeed, if prior knowledge is available, e.g. a bias toward certain
classes for an object, they can be injected here.
Payoff function. The payoff function is responsible to quantify
the reward for a player (object) when he/she choose a particular
strategy (label). The payoff should also considers the similarities
between labeled and unlabeled players. The rationale is that the
more similar the players are, the more they will inﬂuence each
other in picking one of the possible strategies (labels). Formally,
given a player i and a strategy h the utility function is deﬁned as
follows:

ui ( h ) =



( Ai j x j )h +



Ai j (h, k )

(3)

γ =1 j∈Lγ

j∈U

ui ( x ) =

m 


xTi Ai j x j +

j∈U

m 


γ =1 j∈Lγ

xTi (Ai j )γ

(4)

where Lγ is the set of labeled objects with class γ and Ai j ∈ Rm×m
is the partial payoff matrix between the pair of players (i, j). In
particular, Ai j = Im × ωi j with Im being the identity matrix and ωij
the similarity of player i and j.
Players similarity. To measure the similarity between pair
of players (coin images in our context) we use their feature
representation. Let’s consider two players i and j, the similarity
(or aﬃnity) between them can be computed by Eq. 5, where d(fi ,
fj ) denotes the distance between features fi and fj and σ i is the
distance between i and its 7-nearest-neighbors [33].



ω (i, j ) = exp −

d ( fi , f j )

σi σ j



(5)

This formulation allows us to avoid setting the kernel parameter,
which is a time consuming and data speciﬁc task.
Similarity Sparsiﬁcation The sparsiﬁcation of the aﬃnity between the players is an important step in the performances of the
algorithm, which has been also testiﬁed in [26]. The goal is to ﬁlter
out the small similarities which may bias the utilities in Eq. 4 toward an incorrect labeling. Here, we follow the method proposed
in [26] which is a statistical connectivity principle in random graph
stating that a graph is connected if each node has at least k =
log2 (n ) + 1 nearest neighbours. The rationale of this choice is the
following: since GTG propagates the labels through the graph from
the labeled elements to the unlabeled ones, having a disconnected
graph might stuck the propagation at a certain point. The aforementioned sparsiﬁcation scheme ensures that the graph is connected after the sparsiﬁcation, hence all the nodes are reached at
the equilibrium condition of the dynamical system (Eq. 6).
Finding Nash Equilibria In order to ﬁnd a Nash Equilibria
of the game, which corresponds to a consistent labeling of the
objects (coin images), we used a result from Evolutionary Game
Theory [29], named Replicator Dynamics (RD). The RD are a family
of dynamical systems that mimic a Darwinian selection process
over the set of strategies for each player. The underlying idea is
that it leads the ﬁttest strategies to survive, while the others to
get extinct. The RD are more formally deﬁned as follows:

xi (h )t+1 = xi (h )t

ui (h )t
ui (xt )

(6)

where xi (h)t is the probability of strategy h at time t for player i
(see Eq. 3) and ui (xt ) is the expected payoff of the entire mixed
strategy (see Eq. 4). The Eq. 6 is iterated until convergence.4 Once
Eq. 6 reaches the convergence, we simply get the index of the maximum value on each i-th row of x in order to label the i-th object.
4
Convergence criteria: i) the distance between two successive steps is ||xt+1 −
xt ||2 ≤ ε or ii) a certain amount of iterations is reached. See [22] for a detailed
analysis

5. Ancient coin classiﬁcation using GTG
In this section, we ﬁrst review implementation of GTG using
one side of coins, then we present how we used it for both sides
of coins.
5.1. Using one side of coins
At the conference paper [4] of this work, we applied GTG
using images from reverse side of coins. In order to accomplish
ancient coin classiﬁcation using GTG framework, we consider the
training set images as labeled players and the test set images as
the unlabelled players. Then, labels from the training images are
propagated through the unlabelled test images by playing a noncooperative multiplayer game where the players are the images
and the labels are the possible strategies. Main steps of implementation in [4] and our recent extensions are listed as follows:
1. Feature extraction. In [4] we computed two type of features, i.e.
dense SIFT features [18] and off-the-shelf features (which were
obtained from the output of the last fully-connected layer of
DenseNet201[12] that was pretrained on ImageNet). In this
paper we used dense SIFT features in replication of [4] and
[28] at the experiments on the RRC-60-small dataset. At the
experiments on RRC-60 dataset we used features acquired from
last fully-connected layer of Resnet152 architecture [11] after
the network is ﬁnetuned by a number of training sets of RRC60 with varying sizes. Moreover, we applied standardization
on each feature dimension accounting for mean and standard
deviation of the labeled set.
2. Initialization of the strategy space. Initialization of the strategy
space provides assigning a starting point for the game. In [4] by
assuming that no prior knowledge was available, we initialized
strategy space using Eq. 1 and 2. In this work, we additionally
used softmax output from the ﬁne-tuned ResNet152 model as
prior to set a starting point for the game (see “w prior” in the
experiments).
3. Computation of similarity between images. In order to measure
dissimilarity between image pairs, we used matching scores of
SIFT ﬂow [17] similar to [4,28] when we use dense SIFT features and Euclidean distance when we use CNN-based features.
Next, we switch from dissimilarity space to aﬃnity (similarity)
space by using Eq. 5. Finally, we sparsify the obtained aﬃnity
matrix as mentioned in Section 4, i.e. in this work we perform
sparsiﬁcation in a more principled way (see Section 4) while in
[4] we used k = 2 setting.
4. Execution of the transduction game. Initializing the strategy
space and computing the aﬃnity matrix, GTG starts to be
played between the players until reaching an equilibrium state
where ﬁnal probabilities of the strategies are obtained for each
unlabelled player. Then, each unlabelled player is labelled by
its strategy with the highest probability.
5.2. Using both sides of coins
In order to exploit information from both sides of a coin in the
GTG framework, one can refer to similarity fusion scheme where
the similarity of two coins i, j is computed as follows:

ωF (i, j ) = αωO (i, j ) + (1 − α )ωR (i, j )

(7)

Here, ωO (i, j) and ωR (i, j) are the similarity functions which consider only the observe and the reverse side, respectively (see Eq. 5).
α balances the convex combination of the two functions, hence adjusts the affect of each coin’s side into the ﬁnal similarity ωF (i, j). A
similar type of fusion has been already successfully applied in [27].
From both a qualitative and quantitative point of view, we
noted that the observe-side of the coins look more similar to
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each other and so the reverse-side becomes more discriminative
in assessing the label of a coin. To achieve some ﬂexibility on
contribution of each side we mainly adopted aforementioned
similarity fusion scheme. However, it is also reasonable to apply
feature concatenation scheme where L2 -normalized features of
images of each coin side are concatenated before the procedures
of standardization and similarity computation using Eq. 5 (See
Section 5.1). Thereby, we also experimented using feature concatenation scheme on RRC-60 dataset (See Section 6.2).
6. Experiments
In order to show improvements after conference paper of this
work we ﬁrst experimented on a smaller subset of our dataset, i.e.
we call by RRC-60-small, which is created to be in the same size
with the coin dataset published by [28] that we experimented on
in [4]. Next, we experimented on our proposed dataset RRC-60. In
the implementation of GTG, we always used k = log2(n ) + 1 as
claimed in Section 4.
6.1. RRC-60-small
In [4] we performed experiments on a small dataset made of
180 images of reverse side of 60 coin types. In a similar manner,
we randomly selected three images of reverse and corresponding
observe sides for each of the 60 coin types to create RRC-60-small.
Main reason of creating RRC-60-small is the lack of observe side
images of the coins in [28] which we need to experiment on to
make comparative analysis. Furthermore, we have done this random selection ﬁve times, i.e. ﬁve randomly selected RRC-60-small
is created, in order to account for the randomness in the selection
of the training and test sets, and we report averaged performances
over 5 independent runs including the standard deviation.
In order to offer a baseline for performance comparison we
ﬁrst replicated the methods of [28] (we used the code shared by
the authors of [28]) and [4] on the observe and the reverse side
images of RRC-60-small coins. More speciﬁcally, 1) we computed
Dense SIFT features [18] on images of each side of the coins; 2)
using Dense SIFT features, we computed matching costs between
images by applying SIFT-Flow [17], which are used as dissimilarities between image pairs; 3) We applied NN-based classiﬁcation
as in [28], and by following the implementational stages explained
in Section 5.1 and similarity fusion scheme in 5.2 we applied GTG;
4) Finally, the classiﬁcation accuracy is computed by following
the experimental setting that was adopting one and two training
image per class in [4,28]. The results are reported in Table 2.
In Table 2, best performances obtained at observe and reverse
side experiments are shown by italic font, while best performances
obtained for each training set is shown by black-colored bold font.
In a similar manner with [4], we got better performances with
GTG compared to NN-based classiﬁer employed in [28] in both
observe and reverse side experiments. From the high standard
deviations, we see that selection of images affect the performance
signiﬁcantly. Following the same implementation stages for both
1 and 2 labeled images per class experiments at the reverse side
of coins (row 3 in Table 2), we get around 16% lower (when

largest deviations in performances are considered) performances
for each method, i.e. [28] and [4], compared to results reported
in [4]. We justify this performance gap by the existent differences
in images of the RRC-60-small and the dataset used in [4,28],
e.g. there are ﬁve non-overlapping classes between two datasets
in addition to image differences in two datasets. Eventually, we
base our performance comparisons between GTG-w/o prior [4],
Zambanini et al. [28] and fusion scheme referring to the results in
Table 2 instead of the ones in [4].
Next, we explored performance of GTG using both sides
of coins. We experimented with a number of α values, i.e.
{0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 1} where α = 0 and α = 1 constitutes to classiﬁcation using only reverse and observe sides, respectively. In
particular at each experiment using different number of labeled
images, we chose an α value for each of the ﬁve independent
runs regarding to the best performance achieved. It can be seen in
Table 2 that adopting information from both sides yields signiﬁcant performance improvement over using single side information
which demonstrates the importance of availability of images from
both sides of coins for detecting their type automatically with
higher accuracy.
6.2. RRC-60
Experimental setup. We present performance evaluation on RRC60 using training sets in gradually increasing sizes, i.e. we ﬁrst created the training, validation and test set splits (80%, 10% and 10% of
the set of 60 0 0 images of observes side of coins and 60 0 0 images
of corresponding reverse-sides of coins). Then, from the training
set of each coin side, we randomly sampled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 images per class, that yields to
18 training sets with the sizes of 60, 120, ..., 4800. Moreover, similar to what we have done at the RRC-60-small experiments we created aforementioned sets ﬁve times by random selection of images.
We compared performance of GTG with ResNet152 [11] which
is a state of the art classiﬁcation architecture adopting deep
learning scheme. Speciﬁcally, by initializing the architecture with
ImageNet pretrained model, we ﬁnetuned it by RRC-60 training set
images. Network training is accomplished by Stochastic Gradient
Descent optimizer with momentum 0.9 and a learning rate of
0.001. The batch-size and the number of epochs are set to 20 and
30, respectively.
By using the features obtained by the ﬁne-tuned models,
we applied GTG by initializing strategy space in two ways: (i)
GTG-without prior: with the assumption of no prior knowledge was
available we assign same probability to all labels using Eqs. 1 and
2 (as in [4]); (ii) GTG-with prior: we initialized strategy space with
the softmax output of the ﬁnetuned model.
Fusion schemes for GTG. As mentioned in Section 5.2, one way
to apply GTG in a fusion scheme can be convex combination of
aﬃnity matrices obtained using features of each coin side. Another
option could be computing an aﬃnity matrix using concatenated
(L2 -normalized) features of each coin side. Using ﬁne-tuned
ResNet152 features, we present performances (in terms of classiﬁcation accuracy on test set) obtained by both fusion schemes,
i.e. Similarity fusion and Feature concatenation, and performances

Table 2
Classiﬁcation accuracy on RRC-60-small, († Re-implementation of [28] on RRC-60-small.
Method
†

Zambanini et al. [28]
GTG-w/o prior [4]
Zambanini et al. [28] †
GTG-w/o prior [4]
GTG w/o prior - Similarity fusion

163

Side

1 labeled img. per class

2 labeled img. per class

Observe
Observe
Reverse
Reverse
Both

45.9 ± 2.6
53.3 ± 2.9
52.2 ± 2.7
59.1 ± 3.5
68.5 ± 2.5

62.7 ± 3.1
65.3 ± 2.6
65.8 ± 0.8
70.7 ± 3.4
81.3 ± 1.9
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Table 3
Classiﬁcation accuracy on RRC-60 test set using features of ResNet152 that is ﬁnetuned on increased number of training images. (O: Observe side, R: Reverse Side, B:
Both sides).
Number of labeled images per class
Method

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10.7 ± 1.9
14.0 ± 0.9
12.8 ± 1.5
15.7 ± 1.1
20.8 ± 1.2
17.9 ± 1.3
16.9 ± 1.7
22.2 ± 1.4
20.4 ± 0.7

17.7 ± 1.6
18.2 ± 1.8
17.6 ± 1.9
31.4 ± 2.4
34.1 ± 1.3
32.8 ± 1.9
33.1 ± 2.7
36.2 ± 2.3
34.1 ± 2.4

27.5 ± 2.1
29.3 ± 2.0
27.6 ± 2.1
46.5 ± 2.1
51.3 ± 3.6
50.6 ± 4.3
49.3 ± 1.3
58.3 ± 3.1
56.6 ± 3.3

44.0 ± 2.8
48.0 ± 3.0
46.2 ± 2.0
63.1 ± 3.8
68.8 ± 3.7
67.3 ± 5.3
67.7 ± 2.6
76.6 ± 3.2
75.1 ± 2.0

59.1 ± 3.1
64.3 ± 2.4
62.9 ± 2.4
75.1 ± 2.8
80.4 ± 2.3
79.4 ± 2.0
79.9 ± 2.6
86.4 ± 1.5
86.6 ± 1.8

66.0 ± 2.9
70.4 ± 1.5
69.3 ± 1.9
80.9 ± 0.9
84.8 ± 1.3
84.7 ± 1.4
85.8 ± 0.9
92.1 ± 1.1
91.9 ± 1.2

73.9 ± 1.4
76.4 ± 2.1
76.4 ± 2.6
88.0 ± 1.0
90.2 ± 0.7
89.6 ± 0.7
91.6 ± 1.1
94.9 ± 0.6
95.0 ± 0.6

80.3 ± 1.9
82.7 ± 1.8
82.2 ± 2.0
90.0 ± 1.5
92.1 ± 0.9
92.3 ± 0.7
94.0 ± 1.3
95.7 ± 1.4
95.9 ± 1.5

81.8 ± 0.8
84.5 ± 0.8
84.1 ± 0.4
91.1 ± 1.3
92.4 ± 1.3
92.2 ± 1.5
94.7 ± 0.7
96.6 ± 1.1
96.7 ± 1.2

86.6 ± 1.9
88.5 ± 2.0
88.0 ± 1.8
93.3 ± 1.0
94.1 ± 1.5
94.1 ± 1.6
96.6 ± 0.8
97.2 ± 0.5
97.4 ± 0.4

1

1

0.9

0.99

0.8

0.98

Classification accuracy (%)

Classification accuracy (%)

O-ResNet
O-GTG-w/o prior
O-GTG-w prior
R-ResNet
R-GTG-w/o prior
R-GTG-w prior
B-ResNet prior
B-GTG-w/o prior
B-GTG-w prior

1

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

O-side GTG w/o prior
R-side GTG w/o prior
Similarity fusion - GTG w/o prior
Feature concatenation - GTG w/o prior

0.2

0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.93

0.91

0.1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

O-side GTG w/o prior
R-side GTG w/o prior
Similarity fusion - GTG w/o prior
Feature concatenation - GTG w/o prior

0.92

0.9
10

10

20

Number of labeled images per class

30

40

50

60

70

80

Number of labeled images per class

Fig. 5. Performance of fusion schemes for GTG using: (left) 1 to 10 labeled images per class; (right) 15 to 80 labeled images per class.

1
0.99
0.98

Classification accuracy (%)

obtained by using one side, i.e. observe (O) and reverse (R), images
at Fig. 5. In these experiments α parameter in Eq. 7 is tuned on
validation set. In Fig. 5, we observe that while performances
obtained using reverse side images are always better than observe
side images, fusing information from both sides brings further
performance improvement. Moreover, performances obtained by
each fusion scheme is quite similar. We continued experiments
using fusion of aﬃnity matrices computed for each side.
Comparison of GTG with ResNet152. We present performances of
ResNet152 and GTG (with and without prior) obtained by using
each coin sides (O for observe and R for reverse) and fusion in
Table 3 (using 1 to 10 labeled images per class) and Fig. 6 (using
15 to 80 labeled images per class). In Table 3 best performances
obtained at observe and reverse side experiments are shown by
italic font, while best performances obtained for each training set
is shown by black-colored bold font.
In order to explore performance of ResNet152 by considering
both coin side information, we applied convex combination (See
Eq. 7) of softmax outputs obtained for each coin side by tuning
α parameter on the validation set. Then, the class label is decided
based on maximum value in the fused-softmax outputs. For
GTG-with prior experiments we used this fused softmax-outputs
as prior knowledge to start GTG. In Table 3 and Fig. 6, we see that
performances obtained using reverse side images are always better
than observe side images which is an expected outcome since
inter-class variation at observe side images is lower. In Table 3,
GTG is always better than ResNet152, especially performance gap
is signiﬁcant when only one labeled image per class is used. While

0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94
O-side GTG w/o prior
R-side GTG w/o prior
Fused GTG w/o prior
O-side ResNet152
R-side ResNet152
Fused ResNet152

0.93
0.92
0.91
0.9
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Number of labeled images per class
Fig. 6. Classiﬁcation accuracy on RRC-60 test set using features of ResNet152 that is
ﬁnetuned on increased number of labeled images. (Fusion performances are shown
by Black-colored lines, ResNet152 performances are shown by dashed-lines.).

fusion always brings improvement for both GTG and ResNet152,
performance improvement achieved by GTG-fusion scheme is
quite high at experiments using 3 to 6 number of labeled images.
GTG-without Prior usually performs better than GTG-with Prior
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when the network is trained with few labeled images (1 to 6) per
class. Training the network with few labeled images results with a
peaked softmax towards wrong classes. GTG in case of very peaked
prior is not able to correct the probabilities leading to still better
than ResNet152 but poorer than GTG-without prior results. When
the network is trained with 7 or more labeled images per class the
performance of GTG-with prior scheme starts working as expected.
For the larger sets, both GTG schemes perform very similar, thus
we presented only without prior scheme for GTG at Fig. 6.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we publish a new image dataset for ancient coin
classiﬁcation exploiting both sides of the same coin. Based on
the coin classes of a previously published dataset, we prepare
an extension of it in terms of both quantity (from 180 to 60 0 0
images) and diversity (includes both observe and reverse sides).
Moreover, we proposed a principled extension of our previous
method [4] by employing GTG using integrated pairwise similarities computed for each coin side. Our experimental results showed
that the proposed fusion scheme provides signiﬁcant performance
improvement over the baseline which exploit only one side of
each coin, for both shallow and deep features. Eventually, this
result also demonstrates the importance of availability of a dataset
composed of images from both sides of the same coin for better
ancient coin classiﬁcation accuracy.
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